Release of gaseous and particulate carbonaceous compounds from biomass burning during the SAFARI 2000 dry season field campaign
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[1] Source strengths to the atmosphere for different forms of carbon (CO₂, CO, CH₄, nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHC), and PM₂.₅) produced by biomass burning were calculated during the Southern African Regional Science Initiative (SAFARI 2000) intensive study period (August and September 2000) for Africa south of the equator. For a given pixel burned, these calculations are a product of the aboveground biomass before a fire, the proportion of biomass that is burned by the fire, and the emission factor for a given carbon compound based on the combustion efficiency. The total emission for the region is the summation of such calculations for all the burned pixels. Products used for these calculations are a prototype satellite-based burned area based on the SPOT-VGT-S1 satellite product, a fuel load map produced by a simulation model developed and applied to southern Africa at 1 km² resolution, information from fire experiments from our own research in southern Africa to compute combustion completeness, and emission factors published for the region. Over August and September 2000, 31,067 fires detected by the SPOT satellite are calculated to have emitted 96.9 × 10¹² g CO₂, 4.6 × 10¹² g CO, and lesser amounts of CH₄, NMHC, and PM₂.₅. These calculations are in the range of previous estimates of the emissions of these compounds for southern Africa. Along with documenting the estimates of the emissions during the SAFARI 2000 campaign, regional emission estimates are very strongly controlled by the burned area of fires due to a correlation between the cumulative distribution of percent burned area and the cumulative distribution of percent emissions.
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1. Introduction

[2] Biomass burning is generally considered to be a primary source of aerosols and trace gases emitted annually in subequatorial Africa [Fishman et al., 1991; Pickering et al., 1994; Andreae, 1995]. Several major field investigations, SAFARI-92/TRACE-A [Lindesay et al., 1996], BHAATTEX [Piketh et al., 1999], and most recently Southern African Regional Science Initiative (SAFARI 2000), have attempted to improve estimates of aerosol and trace gas emissions derived from biomass burning in southern Africa. These investigations have suggested that uncertainties in emission from biomass burning were mainly due to the use of available biomass estimates based only on qualitative vegetation descriptions, as well as high variability in the estimates of burned area at regional scales over time. A major objective of the recently conducted SAFARI 2000 is the determination of regional emissions of trace gases and aerosols from biomass burning, biogenic, mineral and industrial sources [Swap et al., 2002a].

[3] As part of SAFARI 2000, several intensive field campaigns during both the southern African wet and dry seasons were conducted [Swap et al., 2002b; Otter et al., 2002]. This paper provides biomass burning emission estimates for continental Africa south of the equator during the SAFARI 2000 Dry Season Intensive conducted during August and September 2000. In addition, we describe the methodology used to improve parameterizations of regional fuel load and combustion completeness. Available burned area products and emission factors are used to produce an estimate of emissions derived from regional biomass burning for the region during the months of August and September 2000. The contribution of cumulative emissions by fire size is explored, and a relationship between burned area and total emissions during the SAFARI 2000 Dry Season Intensive is derived for the region. The estimates
and the uncertainties associated with their determination are placed in the context of SAFARI 2000.

2. Methodology

[4] This study employs a nested approach to determine regional emissions. Ground-based observations of fuel characterization and combustion completeness are coupled with fuel load modeling and remotely sensed products of vegetation structure, and burned area. These data are used to estimate emissions of the gaseous compounds CO₂, CO, CH₄, and nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHC) as well as particulate matter less than 2.5 μm in diameter (PM₂.₅) for the region. Although the formation of elemental carbon ash can constitute a significant portion of fire product [Kuhlbusch et al., 1996], we do not provide estimates of carbon ash formation due to a lack of proven regional-scale modeling approaches for these compounds. Monthly estimates of potential compound-specific emissions during the months of August and September for each 1 km² pixel [i,j] are calculated using the following equation:

\[ E_{ij} = [F]_{ij} \times [CC]_{ij} \times [EF_{x}]_{ij} \]  

(1)

where:

- \( E_x \): Potential emissions released for compound \( x \) [g km⁻²]
- \( F \): Prefire aboveground fuel load (dry matter) [kg DM km⁻²]
- \( CC \): Combustion completeness [%]
- \( EF_x \): Emission factor for compound \( x \) [g compound kg⁻¹ DM]

[5] The resulting matrix is a 3901 x 4201 array of potential emission estimates at each 1 km² pixel for every compound considered. Total regional emission of each compound \( E_{total} \) during the intensive study period is found by summing the product of potential emissions estimates and the value of the burned area occurrence in each pixel (0 or 1) according to (2).

\[ E_{total} = \sum \left( E_{ij} \times [A]_{ij} \right) \]  

(2)

where:

- \( A \): Burned area occurrence, either 0 or 1 for the current month.

[6] It is important to distinguish the difference between “fuel load” \( F \), “biomass burned,” and “carbon burned” in order to maintain mass balance between available fuel and fire emissions. Following (1), the total biomass burned \( B \) [kg DM km⁻²] in pixel \([i,j]\) is the product of available fuel \( F \) and combustion completeness \((CC)\), or proportion of fuel that is burned, according to (3).

\[ [B]_{ij} = [F]_{ij} \times [CC]_{ij} \]  

(3)

[7] Subsequently, the mass of carbon consumed within a pixel \((MC \text{ kg C km}^{-2})\) is determined from (4).

\[ [MC]_{ij} = [B]_{ij} \times 0.45 \]  

(4)

where:

- 0.45: Proportion of Carbon per unit biomass fuel [g C (g DM⁻¹)], generally taken to be 0.45 [Scholes and Walker, 1993] and varying between 0.4 and 0.5 [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Prince et al., 1995].

[8] At each pixel, we define the sum of emitted carbon as \( EC \) [g C km⁻²], which is found using the ratio of carbon mass to molecular weight in each emission compound \((Mr)\), as in (5). In this study, we are using values of 0.2727, 0.4286, 0.7500, 0.8000, and 0.4000 for \( Mr_{CO}, Mr_{CO_2}, Mr_{CH_4}, Mr_{NMHC}, \text{and} Mr_{PM_{2.5}}, \) respectively. Values of \( Mr_{NMHC} \text{ and} Mr_{PM_{2.5}} \text{are estimated using the lowest possible ratio of carbon mass to molecular weight for NMHC and estimates of carbon content in fine particulate matter (Macko, personal communication).}

\[ [E_C]_{ij} = \sum X \times [MC]_{ij} \times Mr_x \]  

(5)

[8] It is apparent that the total emissions of carbon-bearing compounds must be constrained by \( MC \), so that the relationship in (6) is true for all pixels \([i,j]\).

\[ \frac{[E_C]_{ij}}{[MC]_{ij}} \leq 1 \]  

(6)

Substitution for \( EC \) and \( MC \) according to (5), (4), and (3) yields (7), which shows the constraint of emission estimates of carbon (g C) on total carbon in fuel (450 g C per kg fuel).

\[ \sum X \times [MC]_{ij} \times Mr_x \leq 450 \]  

(7)

[9] In this study, we are following the approach of previous studies by only estimating the emission of the 5 most important carbonaceous compounds. In addition, we are not predicting carbon ash formation. Therefore, because all carbonaceous compounds are not accounted for in the modeled emissions estimates, it is possible that (7) may be less than 1. The products used to estimate the various terms in (1)–(7) and how they vary from earlier approaches [Scholes et al., 1996a, 1996b; Hao et al., 1996] are described in the following sections.

2.1. Area Burned Product (4)

[10] This study uses the recently released prototype of Global Burnt Area 2000 produced by the Global Burnt Area 2000 Initiative (GBA2000) developed by the Global Vegetation Monitoring unit [Grégoire et al., 2002] at the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission. This data set has been derived from a daily time series of medium-resolution (1 km²) satellite imagery provided by the SPOT-VGT-S1 (J.-M. Grégoire and K. Tansey, The GBA2000 initiative: Developing a global burnt area database from SPOT-VEGETATION imagery, submitted to International Journal of Remote Sensing, 2002). The burnt area detection algorithm developed is based on a classification tree approach [Pereira et al., 2000]. The algorithm uses the spectral response of burnt areas in the visible, near infrared, middle infrared and thermal infrared as well as vegetation indices to define burned areas. Although thermal
infrared is used in the algorithm, active fire detection is not used to determine burned pixels.

[12] The subset of burned area occurrence provides monthly total area burned over the region with a 1 km² spatial resolution. The GBA2000 product has been tested against Landsat scenes with 900 m² spatial resolution, resulting in an average correlation of 0.8 (J. M. N. Silva, personal communication). Only the months of August and September are presented in this study. Individual fires are analyzed by extracting contiguous burned area pixels from each monthly image of burned area. Pixels are considered to be part of the same fire if they were either directly adjacent or connected through any shared corner. No pixels are found to have burned in both the August and September burned area products.

2.2. Fuel Load Product (\(F\))

[13] Fuel load is defined as the sum of available fuels. African savanna fires are predominately surface fires, so only grass, litter, and small woody debris are considered as fuel. The fuel load modeling procedure described by C. Hély et al. (A temporal and spatially explicit primary production model for fuel load allocation over the southern African region, submitted to Journal of Ecological Modelling, 2002) is used to determine total available fuel during the time period of the SAFARI 2000 dry season intensive. The model calculates fuel availability at 1 km² resolution over the region. Primary productivity is based on a spatially explicit Production Efficiency Model parameterized for use in an African savanna [Dowty, 1999]. The model takes into account grass growth and death as well as tree litterfall, twig production, and herbivory. The fuel load model has been tested for the 1991–1992 and 1999–2000 growing seasons [Hély et al., 2002a], which represent two climatically contrasting years. These tests have shown good agreement with independent field measurements [Hély et al., 2002a]. Previous studies of African fire regimes using coarser burned area data (25 km²) have found a high percentage of pixels to be burned more than once in a single year [Barbosa et al., 1999]. Based on the use of high-resolution burned area occurrence (1 km²) this study assumes that no pixels burned in August and September 2000 had burned previously in the same year. Therefore, the total fuel load available for burning at the end of August 2000 is determined by accumulating fuel load throughout the period of September 1999 to August 2000.

2.3. Combustion Completeness (\(CC\))

[14] Other than the direct effect of prevailing weather conditions, combustion completeness (\(CC\)) is mainly driven by the fuel type, fuel spatial arrangement, and fuel moisture content, with fine and/or dry fuel presenting higher \(CC\) than thick and/or moister fuel. Because this study focuses on a 2-month period at the end of the dry season, it is assumed that regional fuels over southern Africa were sufficiently dry to ignore the dependency of \(CC\) on moisture content. The presence of relatively high fuel load moisture content in August and September 2000 in certain moist infertile grasslands such as “dambos” in Zambia [Hély et al., 2002b] as compared to lower moisture content measured in 1992 during SAFARI-92 in equivalent areas may cast some doubt on the validity of this assumption at local scales. However, these grasslands are restricted to depressed areas near the Zambezi river and have minimal impact at regional scales.

[15] Scholes et al. [1996b, equation (14)] present an empirical relationship between \(CC\) and the amounts of each fuel type. This study compares estimates derived from that relationship and a new empirical relationship between \(CC\) and tree cover percentage (\(Tc\)). The use of percent tree cover to calculate combustion completeness is appropriate because tree cover controls fuel type distribution in the fuel load model, and influences local relative humidity and wind speed [Schroeder and Buck, 1970], which both significantly influence \(CC\) through changes in fire propagation and intensity [Hoffa et al., 1999; Hély et al., 2002b]. Moreover, the approach relating \(CC\) to percent tree cover has been successfully used in Etosha National Park region of Namibia where S. Alleaume et al. (Using MODIS to evaluate heterogeneity of biomass burning and emissions in southern African savannas: Etosha National Park case study, submitted to International Journal of Remote Sensing, 2002, hereinafter referred to as Alleaume et al., submitted manuscript, 2002) derived an empirical relationship between \(TC\) and \(CC\) in order to estimate the emissions released for a unique fire event that burned 3200 km² in approximately 12 days. In the present study, data on tree cover and \(CC\) from Etosha are combined with available data from SAFARI-92 dry season campaign studies [cf. Shea et al., 1996, Tables 1–4]. Tree cover at the SAFARI-92 sites is taken from Trollope et al. [1996, Table 7]. The empirically derived relationship between \(CC\) and percent tree cover (\(Tc\)) is:

\[
Tc \leq 60 \quad [CC]_y = \exp\left(-0.013 \cdot [Tc]_{10}\right)
\]

\[
Tc > 60 \quad [CC]_y = 0.3
\]

[16] The resulting relationship provides an \(r^2\) of 0.54 (\(n = 32, F = 36.47, p < 0.0001\)), which is a slight improvement over the relationship provided in Scholes et al. [1996a] (\(r^2 = 0.48\)). However, there is still considerable uncertainty in these estimates that is likely related to changing weather conditions occurring during fires as noted by Scholes et al. [1996a], as well as to the land use type [Shea et al., 1996]. The \(CC\) relationship presented here is sensitive to changes in vegetation structure with \(CC\) bounded by an upper limit of 1.0 at sites where grass is the only fuel type available (i.e., \(Tc = 0\)), and by a lower limit of 0.3 in closed canopy stands where the dominating fuel types are litter and twigs (Alleaume et al., submitted manuscript, 2002). In contrast, the relationship defined in Scholes et al. [1996a] allows \(CC\) to range from 0.98 to less than 0.01 over the range of fuel loads predicted (from 0 to \(\sim 1000\) g m⁻²). Published values for minimum \(CC\) are approximately 0.4 in several regional field studies [Ward et al., 1992; Shea et al., 1996; Hoffa et al., 1999; Hély et al., 2002b]. Therefore, the lower limit of 0.3 is assumed to be more realistic, as fires with lower combustion completeness values would be difficult for remote sensing platforms to detect, and sustained burns with combustion completeness values less than 0.3 would be increasingly unlikely.

2.4. Emission Factors (\(EF\))

[17] Emission Factors are taken from Ward et al. [1996a, 1996b] as these data are the most reliable values currently...
available for late dry season fires in southern Africa. The relationship for each EF is recalculated based on the data presented by Ward et al. [1996a, 1996b] to remove errors in their regression equations. The emission factor for each compound (CO₂, CO, CH₄, NMHC and PM₂.₅) is derived using the modified Combustion Efficiency (η) which is the ratio of CO₂ to the sum of CO₂ + CO₂ [Ward et al., 1996a, 1996b]. The η is determined for each pixel using the ratio of grass fuel load (FGRASS [g m⁻²]) to the sum of litter (FLITTER [g m⁻²]) and grass fuels present before the fire using the following recalculated equation (n = 13; F = 46.66; p < 0.0001; r² = 0.7954).

\[
\eta = 0.844 + 0.116 \times \left( \frac{F_{GRASS}}{F_{GRASS} + F_{LITTER}} \right)^{0.34}
\]

[18] The resulting value of η is used in a linear regression with compound-specific slope (αₙ) and intercept (βₙ) parameters to determine EFₙ according to (4), with compound-specific parameters and the regression parameters provided in Table 1.

\[
EF_{\eta} = \alpha_n \cdot \eta + \beta_n
\]

2.5. Analyses

[19] Statistics of regional estimations for the fuel load, CC, and area burned in August and September 2000 are presented in Table 2. Statistics only include pixels covered by vegetation. When comparing the two CC approaches based on vegetated pixels (not shown here), the average difference between the two CC approaches is null, 31.4% of the pixels present absolute difference less than 10%, and 56.4% of the pixels show difference less than 20%. Among the 18,807 fires that were detected by SPOT-VGT-S1 in August, approximately 6500 fires are 1 km² in size, while only one fire event of >3500 km² occurred. September data present the same pattern but with only 12,260 fires detected. Emissions of CO₂, CO, CH₄, NMHC, and PM₂.₅ over southern Africa are estimated for August and September 2000 by applying (1) and (2). Values of total emissions for each trace gas and aerosol component are calculated over the entire region, and according to latitude using latitudinal bands of 5°. The contribution of emissions provided by each fire is used to generate scale-specific estimates of emissions from fires. The cumulative distribution of emissions by fire scale is compared to the cumulative distribution of burned area by fire scale. Finally, an analysis of the ratio between carbon emissions and carbon in consumed biomass is presented.

3. Results

3.1. Emissions Released During the SAFARI 2000 Dry Season Campaign

[20] Total emission estimates of CO₂, CO, CH₄, NMHC, and PM₂.₅ over the southern African region from biomass burning during the August and September 2000 period and using two different CC calculations are reported in Table 3 in association with literature data from previous years. The two relationships to calculate CC produce very similar emission estimates, with the maximum difference between both at the regional level being 4.2% for CO₂ estimates in August, while the minimum difference is 1.5% for CH₄ estimates in September 2000.

[21] The latitudinal distribution of emissions during August and September from the equator to 35°S is presented in Figure 1. All gases present the same spatial pattern of emission distribution for a given month, with maximums occurring between 5°S and 15°S in August 2000, and between 10°S and 20°S in September. In addition, emission estimates for all gases decrease between August and September over 5°–15°S, whereas they are similar over the other latitudes. Taken together, these patterns are consistent with previous analyses of burning in the region during August and September [Scholes et al., 1996b; Hao et al., 1990; Justice et al., 1996], which found August to be the period of highest emissions, with most burning confined to 5°–20°S latitude.

3.2. Emissions Versus Fire Size

[22] Because the relationships between fire size and emissions are consistent across compounds and between
the 2 months used in this study, analysis of fire size and emissions is presented using only CO$_2$ emissions from August fires (Figure 2). The variability in emissions from individual fires decreases as a function of fire size (Figure 2a). Emissions of CO$_2$ from individual 1 km$^2$ fires span 3 orders of magnitude (10$^4$–10$^7$ g km$^{-2}$), while larger fires tend to exhibit less variability. This is likely due to the spatial averaging of the variability in both fuel load and combustion completeness (Table 3). The sum of emissions produced by individual fires at each fire size is most heavily weighted toward smaller fires (Figure 2b). Emissions from 2 km$^2$ fires represent the single largest contribution of emissions, with 2.66 Tg produced, or 4.5% of the total CO$_2$ emissions during August. Although individual small fires exhibit a greater degree of variability in emissions than large fires, the mean amount of emissions per pixel from the smallest (1 km$^2$) fires is the same as the mean amount of emissions from largest fire (>3500 km$^2$).

[23] The cumulative percentage of CO$_2$ emissions as a function of fire size (Figure 3a) shows that 50% of CO$_2$ emissions in August are released from fires less than 32 km$^2$ in size. Although fires less than 32 km$^2$ represent 96% of the total number of fires observed in August, their contribution to total burned area is only 49% (Figure 3b). The distribution of cumulative percent emissions as a function of fire size (Figure 3a) and cumulative burned area as a function of fire size (Figure 3b) are found to be statistically indistinguishable (Figure 3c). No bias is found in the fuel load and combustion completeness across fire sizes, so that on average small fires emit the same quantity of emissions as large fires on a per pixel basis.

### 3.3. Mass Balance of Carbon Emissions

[24] In order to assess the mass balance of carbon-bearing emissions predicted from the model, we sum the carbon content of emissions from CO$_2$, CO, CH$_4$, and PM$_{2.5}$, Figure 4 provides the relationship between $\sum [EF_j \cdot M_{rj}]$ and combustion efficiency $\eta_j$. For all possible values of $\eta_j$, the total predicted emissions of carbon are greater than the maximum permissible emissions of 450 g C per kg fuel (cf. (7)). The over estimation of carbon-derived emissions from available carbon in fuel is a persistent problem in published models of compound-specific emission factors. The direct implications on this modeling effort are discussed in the following section.

### 4. Discussion

[25] In order to assess the utility of our approach it is necessary to compare our results to other estimates of regional emissions. However, because a direct comparison of regional emission estimates for 1999–2000 is currently impossible due to a lack of similar studies, we compare the results provided here with previous estimates for earlier years. Total regional emission estimates are in good agreement with recently published values for 1989 [Scholes et al., 1996a, 1996b; Scholes and Andreae, 2000], although larger differences are observed when compared to estimates from 1975 to 1980 (cf. Figure 1 and Table 3) [Hao et al., 1990]. The latitudinal distribution of CO emissions over the course of the 1989 dry season presented by Scholes et al. [1996b] is similar to patterns presented in the present study (Figure 1), with the exception of the 0$^\circ$–5$^\circ$S latitude band.

[26] Although differences in yearly rainfall are likely to modify fuel load, variability in burned area is the primary reason for yearly variability in emissions. Indeed, in a comparison of 2 years with contrasting rainfall, Hély et al. [2002a] have shown the effect of different rainfall amounts on fuel load is limited to the local scale. Furthermore, previous studies have noted the dependence of regional emissions on burned area [Barbosa et al., 1999]. In this study, the high degree of correlation between the cumulative distribution of burned area by fire size and cumulative distribution of CO$_2$ emissions by fires size in August (Figure 3) reinforces the oft-repeated observation that estimates of emissions in southern Africa are dominated by estimates of burned area. The 40% decrease in total area burned from August to September (see Table 2) corresponds a 47% decrease in CO$_2$ and 40% decrease for the others gas and aerosol compounds. This trend in monthly change has been reported by Scholes et al. [1996b, Figure 1]. The seemingly scale-independent relationship between burned area and total emissions over southern Africa is a subject that requires more detailed investigation. These results suggest that previously given arguments on the reliability of emission emissions over southern Africa is a subject that requires more detailed investigation. These results suggest that previously given arguments on the reliability of emission
estimates based on biomass burning (load and combustion completeness) were less pertinent than those based on the area burned estimates.

[27] As noted above, the emissions model used here depends on emission factors that consistently predict emissions in excess of the amount of carbon contained in the fuel (Figure 4). This is a direct result of the currently implemented modeling approaches that relate compound-specific emission factors to combustion efficiency. Indeed, when field-derived compound-specific emissions factors from multiple fires are used in empirical modeling approaches, the implied mass balance constraints associated with emission factors derived from an individual fire are ignored, and factors are allowed to vary independently. In addition, compound-specific emission factors (EF<sub>x</sub>) always relate emissions of a compound (Ex) to total burned biomass (B), without any specific checks on total carbon mass burned (MC) (cf. (1), (3), and (4)). We report the discrepancy between EC and MC in order to highlight the danger in applying linear regressions between emission factors and combustion efficiency (cf. (10)) over regional areas and across wide ranges of combustion efficiencies.

Figure 1. (opposite) Latitudinal distribution of biomass burning emissions estimates by compound for subequatorial Africa during August and September 2000. *Data taken from the study of Hao et al. [1990, Figure 1b]. Values represent mean cumulative CO2 emissions for 2 months in the fire season during the period 1975–1980. *Data for 1989 taken from the study of Scholes et al. [1996b, Figure 1].
It should be noted that the GBA2000 product from SPOT-VGT-S1 is the only currently available burned area product for use during the 2000 fire season over southern Africa. Trends that have been extracted from this product may suffer from the lack in finer spatial resolution. Indeed, fires that are predominantly ignited by humans for agricultural purposes are generally smaller than the minimum detectable fire size of 1 km$^2$. The high number of fires detected at 1 and 2 km$^2$ in size indicates that sub 1 km$^2$ data, such as the MODIS product when it will become available, will be important in understanding the true role of human activity in controlling the emissions over southern Africa. We expect that the availability of new burned area products from MODIS, as well as analysis of both in situ and derived

Figure 3. Cumulative percent distribution of CO$_2$ emissions during August 2000 as a function of fire size (a), cumulative percent distribution of total burned area by fire size (b), and a scatterplot of the two cumulative distributions, with 1:1 line provided (c).
aerosol products presented elsewhere in this issue will lead to new verification activities.

5. Conclusion

[29] Results presented here provide the SAFARI 2000 community with a first approximation of emission estimates over southern Africa during the 2000 Dry Season Intensive. Total emissions for subequatorial Africa during August and September 2000 are 96.94 Tg CO₂, 4.61 Tg CO, 0.156 Tg CH₄, 0.167 Tg NMHC, and 0.305 Tg PM₂.₅. The spatial progression of these emissions from August to September is consistent with previous observations of biomass burning patterns in southern Africa. Consistency between cumula-

![Graph showing total predicted grams of carbon emitted as a function of combustion efficiency](image)

**Figure 4.** Total predicted grams of carbon emitted ($\Sigma EF_x \cdot M_r_x$) as a function of combustion efficiency ($\hat{\eta}$) based on corrected relationships derived from the studies of Ward et al. [1996a, 1996b]. The maximum amount of emitted carbon per kg fuel is always assumed to be 450 g. Individual compound contributions are shown and vary in accordance with field observations. However, despite revisions in the empirical relationships (compare (9) and (10), Table 1, [this paper], and Figures 3 and 4 [Ward et al., 1996a, 1996b]), the current $EF$ modeling approach still overestimates total carbon emitted by $\sim$10% across all combustion efficiencies.
tive percent burned area and cumulative percent emissions suggests that burned area is the primary controlling influence on emission estimates in southern Africa. Any validation or error analysis of the emissions model presented here would be premature given the problems currently facing model-based emission factors and the subsequent overestimation of total emissions. Given the high correlation between emissions and burned area both within this study and in previous studies, it is likely that the greatest source of error in emission estimates is currently burned area. In particular, the detection of small fires is critical, as they constitute almost 5% of the total emissions during the period of August and September 2000. Regardless, the regional values obtained are in agreement with previously published values, and the spatial patterns of emissions correlate well with observed regions of high fire activity.
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